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Abstract—Testing common properties between covariance ma-
trices is a relevant approach in a plethora of applications. In this
paper, we derive a new statistical test in the context of structured
covariance matrices. Specifically, we consider low rank signal
component plus white Gaussian noise structure. Our aim is to
test the equality of the principal subspace, i.e., subspace spanned
by the principal eigenvectors of a group of covariance matrices. A
decision statistic is derived using the generalized likelihood ratio
test. As the formulation of the proposed test implies a non-trivial
optimization problem, we derive an appropriate majorization-
minimization algorithm. Finally, numerical simulations illustrate
the properties of the newly proposed detector compared to the
state of the art.

Index Terms—Generalized likelihood ratio test, subspace test-
ing, low rank structure, majorization-minimization algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Testing common properties between covariance matrices is
a classical problem in statistical signal processing [1]–[3]. For
example, it has been applied in the context of radar and change
detection in [4]–[8]. In this scope, the introduction of structure
information on the covariance matrices can be relevant for
the detection of specific underlying physical phenomenon [9],
[10].

In this paper, we focus on CM modeled as a sum of low
rank (LR) component (where the signal of interest lies in)
plus scaled identity matrix. This structure, which is common
for radar processing, has been successfully studied and applied
to the context of radar detection [11]–[13]. Specifically, we are
interested in designing a detection test that is only sensitive to
a signal subspace variation. To this aim, we propose a decision
statistic using the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT)
based on the proposed binary hypothesis test. To compute the
proposed test, we make use of the majorization minimization
(MM) algorithm [13] for solving the optimization problems
due to this GLRT. Finally, numerical simulations illustrate the
performance of the proposed detection method.

The following notation is adopted along this paper: italic
indicates a scalar quantity, lower case boldface indicates a
vector quantity and upper case boldface a matrix. H denotes
the transpose conjugate operator or the simple conjugate
operator for a scalar quantity. exptr{.} stands for exponen-
tial trace of a given matrix, | . | denotes the determinant
operator, RR{.} is the range space spanned by the R prin-
cipal eigenvectors of a given matrix defined formally in (7),
UM
R =

{
U ∈ CM×R|UHU = IR

}
is the set of M ×R semi-

unitary matrices, i.e., tall matrices whose columns form an

orthonormal basis, H+
M is the set of M × M semi-definite

Hermitian matrices and GR is the set of rank R orthogonal
projectors.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider I + 1 independent sets of samples zik ∈ CM ,
i ∈ [[0, I]], k ∈ [[1,K]], with K samples for each set i. The
samples {zik} are assumed i.i.d. w.r.t. the following model:

zik = sik + ni
k (1)

• The signal sik ∼ CN (0,Σi
R), in which the unknown scatter

matrix, of rank R�M , is denoted as Σi
R = ViRiV

H
i where

Vi ∈ UM
R represents a signal subspace basis and Ri ∈ CR×R

is the signal CM in this space. The rank R is assumed
pre-established1. For example, such signal may model the
ground response when considering correlation and/or power
fluctuations (w.r.t. i).
• The white Gaussian noise ni

k ∼ CN (0, σ2I) represents the
contribution of thermal noise.
Eventually, the samples are drawn as zik ∼ CN (0,Σi), in
which, Σi has the following expression:

Σi = ViRiV
H
i + σ2I

∆
= Σi

R + σ2I (2)

Consequently, the likelihood of the data set {zik} reads as:

L({zik}|θ) =
I∏

i=0

exptr{−SiΣ
−1
i (θ)}

| Σi(θ) |K
(3)

where Si =
∑K

k=1 zikzi
H

k and θ is an appropriate CM parame-
terization of the set {Σi}. In this paper, we study the problem
of testing whether the set under test, namely i = 0, shares
common properties with the secondary sets. Specifically, for
the general model (1), we propose a novel detector based on
testing the equality of range spaces RR{Σi}.

III. RELATED WORKS

In this Section, we present two standards GLRT used for
testing the similarity of CMs. The first test is for the equality
of CMs, while the second one is derived for the proportionality
testing between CMs.

1Indeed, the proposed results can be applied using plug-in rank estimates
or by integrating physical prior knowledge on this parameter [14]. About rank
estimation, the reader is refered to the overview [15] and recent methods using
shrinkage [16] or random matrix theory [17].



A. Equality testing

The general problem of testing CM equality [1] in the
complex-valued Gaussian case is analyzed in e.g. [4]. The
hypothesis test, for zik ∼ CN (0,Σi), reads as:{

H0 : Σ0 = Σ, Σi = Σ ∀i ∈ [[1, I]]

H1 : Σ0 6= Σ, Σi = Σ ∀i ∈ [[1, I]]
(4)

The corresponding GLRT for the above test is given in [4].
The LR counterpart of this test (for structured CMs as in (2))
has been proposed in [10].

B. Proportionality testing

The general problem of testing CM proportionality [2] in
the complex-valued Gaussian case is analyzed in e.g. [9]. For
zik ∼ CN (0,Σi), the hypothesis test is:{

H0 : Σ0 = β0Σ, Σi = βiΣ ∀i ∈ [[1, I]]

H1 : Σ0 6= β0Σ, Σi = βiΣ ∀i ∈ [[1, I]]
(5)

The corresponding GLRT for this hypothesis test is given in
[9]. Again, a LR counterpart of this test has been proposed in
[10].

C. Contribution of this paper

The aformentioned detectors are based on CM equality or
proportionality testing. Conversely, we focus here on the signal
subspace equality testing, i.e., we aim to build a test that
accounts only for a change in the signal subspace for CMs
as in (2). Specifically, we will test the following hypothesis:

H0 :
∣∣RR{Σi} = RR{Σ}, ∀i ∈ [[0, I]]

H1 :

∣∣∣∣∣RR{Σi} = RR{Σ}, ∀i ∈ [[1, I]]

RR{Σ0} 6= RR{Σ}
(6)

where RR{.} is the range space spanned by the R principal
eigenvectors of a given matrix, defined by the operator

RR : H+
M −→ GR

Σ
SVD
= [VR|V⊥R ]D[VR|V⊥R ]H 7−→ VRVH

R

(7)

Remark: This proposed test can assess for a specific underly-
ing physical mechanism. For example, in a radar context the
source power can fluctuate (change in the signal CMs Ri in
(2)) while spanning the same signal subspace. This leads to
both:

Σ0 6= Σi and Σ0 6∝ Σi, ∀i (8)

and
RR{Σ0} = RR{Σi}, ∀i (9)

Notice that (8) is considered as H1 for the standard tests
(4) and (5) while the relation (9) gives H0 for the test
(6). Thus, the proposed detector is insensitive to the sources
correlations/power fluctuations, which can lead to lower false
alarm rates in specific detection applications [9].

IV. PROPOSED DETECTOR & ALGORITHM DERIVATION

We test whether the sample sets share the same principal
subspace. From (2) and (6), the hypothesis test can be refor-
mulated as:
H0 :

∣∣Σi = VH0R
i
H0

(VH0)H + σ2I, ∀i ∈ [[0, I]]

H1 :

∣∣∣∣∣Σi = V?
H1

Ri
H1

(V?
H1

)H + σ2I, ∀i ∈ [[1, I]]

Σ0 = V0
H1

R0
H1

(V0
H1

)H + σ2I

(10)

where VH0(VH0)H , V?
H1

(V?
H1

)H and V0
H1

(V0
H1

)H corre-
spond to the range spaces of respectively the secondary sets
under H0, under H1 and of the tested set under H1. The
quantities Ri

H0
, Ri
H1

and R0
H1

denote the signal CM in LR
subspace of respectively the secondary sets under H0, under
H1 and the tested set under H1. The GLRT for principal
subspace equality is given as:

maxθsub
H1

L
(
{zik}|H1,θ

sub
H1

)
maxθsub

H0

L({zik}|H0,θ
sub
H0

)

H1

≷
H0

δsub
glr (11)

with sets of parameters

θsub
H0

=
{{

Ri
H0

}
i∈[[0,I]]

,VH0

}
θsub
H1

=
{{

Ri
H1

}
i∈[[0,I]]

,V?
H1
,V0
H1

} (12)

and where functions L
(
{zik}|H1,θ

sub
H1

)
, L
(
{zik}|H0,θ

sub
H0

)
denote the likelihood of the dataset {zik} under respectively
H1 and H0. Then, the GLRT for the proposed test reads as:

L
(
{zik}|H1, θ̂

sub

H1

)
L({zik}|H0, θ̂

sub

H0
)

H1

≷
H0

δsub
glr (13)

where θ̂
sub

H1
and θ̂

sub

H0
are the maximum likelihood estimators

(MLE) of respectively θsub
H1

and θsub
H0

. In order to evaluate this
GLRT, we design in the following block-coordinate descent
algorithms to compute the MLE of θsub

H0
and θsub

H1
. Specifically,

we make use of the block MM algorithm [18] for this problem.
This algorithm performs a block coordinate update of the
parameters by minimizing the surrogate (majorizing) function
of the objective. The interest of the majorization lies in the
possibility to obtain closed form updates and to ensure a
monotonic decrement of the objective value at each step. There
are general no results on the convergence towards the global
minimum, but good performance is observed in practice.
Furthermore, the convergence of the objective function is
guaranteed under certain mild conditions [19].

A. MLE of θsub
H0

under H0

Under H0, the likelihood optimization reduces to:

max
θsub
H0

L({zik}|H0,θ
sub
H0

)

s. t. Ri
H0

< 0, ∀i ∈ [[0, I]]
VH
H0

VH0 = I

(14)



This problem is equivalent to minimizing the negative log-
likelihood as:

min
θsub
H0

∑I
i=0

[
K ln(|Σi|) + Tr

{
SiΣ

−1
i

}]
s. t. Σi = VH0R

i
H0

(VH0)H + σ2I, ∀i ∈ [[0, I]]
Ri
H0

< 0
VH
H0

VH0 = I
(15)

To solve this problem, we derive an iterative alterning algo-
rithm that sequentially updates the variables {Ri

H0
} and VH0 .

The main steps of the estimation process are summed up in the
box Algorithm 1, and are briefly explained in the following.

1) Update {Ri
H0
}: Considering {Ri

H0
} while fixing the

remain variables, the problem in (15) is separable for each
Ri
H0

. The objective of (15) w.r.t. the variable Ri
H0

can be
expressed as:

Lr(Ri
H0

) = K ln
∣∣∣(Ri
H0

+ σ2I)
∣∣∣Tr{S̃i(R

i
H0

+ σ2I)−1
}

(16)

with S̃i = VH
H0

SiVH0
. The minimizer of this objective w.r.t.

Ri
H0

corresponds therefore to the MLE of a structured CM
for dimension reduced Gaussian variables [20]. Denoting the
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the dimension reduced
SCM as:

S̃i/K
EVD
= QRDRQH

R (17)

Thus, the update is given as:{
R

i(t+1)
H0

= QRD̃RQH
R

[D̃R]r,r = max([DR]r,r − σ
2, 0), ∀r ∈ [[1, R]]

(18)

2) Update VH0
: First, remark that Σ−1

i can be expressed
thanks to the matrix inversion lemma as:

Σ−1
i = (VH0

Ri
H0

(VH0
)H + σ2I)−1

= σ−2I−VH0
σ−4((Ri

H0
)−1 + σ−2I)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wi

VH
H0

(19)

After some calculus, the objective in (15) w.r.t. VH0 for other
fixed variables can be expressed:

f(VH0
) =

I∑
i=0

Tr{(VH0
)HSiVH0

Wi} (20)

An update of VH0
can be obtained in closed form by following

the MM approach [18]. Applying the proposition 3 of [13],
the objective can be majorized with equality at point V

(t)
H0

as:

f(VH0
) ≤ g(VH0

|V(t)
H0

) (21)

with

g(VH0
|V(t)
H0

) =
I∑

i=1

2Re
[
Tr{(VH0

)HSi(VH0
)(t)Wi}

]
Then, V

(t+1)
H0

is obtained as the minimizer of the following
problem:

min
VH0

g(VH0 |V
(t)
H0

)

s. t. VH
H0

VH0
= I (22)

Solving this optimization problem under the orthonormality
constraint leads to an update of the form:

V
(t+1)
H0

= UleftU
H
right, (23)

with Uleft and UH
right are the left and right eigenvectors of the

thin singular value decomposition (TSVD), that is:
I∑

i=0

(
SiV

(t)
H0

Wi

)
TSVD

= UleftDUH
right (24)

B. MLE of θsub
H1

under H1

Under H1, the optimization problem reads:

max
θsub
H1

L({zik}|H1,θ
sub
H1

)

s. t. Ri
H0

< 0
(V0
H1

)HV0
H1

= I
(V?
H1

)HV?
H1

= I

(25)

which is seperable in {{Ri
H1
}i∈[[1,I]], V?

H1
} and

{R0
H1
, V0

H1
}, for which we derive appropriate solutions in

the following. The corresponding algorithm is summed up in
the box Algorithm 2 and a brief explanation of the procedure
updates are given below.

1) MLE of {{Ri
H1
}i∈[[1,I]], V?

H1
} under H1: This problem

is identical to (15) except that the set i = 0 is excluded.
Hence, we can directly use Algorithm 1 to obtain the solutions
{R̂i
H1
}i∈[[1,I]] and V̂?

H1
.

2) MLE of {R0
H1
, V0

H1
} under H1: This problem reduces

to:

min
R0

H1
, V0

H1

K ln(|Σi|) + Tr
{
SiΣ

−1
i

}
s. t. Σ0 = V0

H1
R0
H1

(V0
H1

)H + σ2I
R0
H1

< 0
(V0
H1

)HV0
H1

= I

(26)

Then, the solution corresponds to the MLE of the LR struc-
tured CM in the context of Gaussian data [20]. Let us denote
the EVD of the SCM as follows:

S0/K
EVD
=

[
UR U⊥R

] [
DR 0
0 DM−R

] [
UR U⊥R

]H
(27)

The solution reads:
[
R̂0
H1

]
r,r

= max([DR]r,r − σ
2, 0), ∀r ∈ [[1, R]]

V̂0
H1

= UR

(28)

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation setup

This section presents numerical simulations to assess the
performance of the proposed GLRT detector for the subspace
equality, denoted by tsub, compared to the following detectors:
• tE stands for the GLRT for the equality testing [4].
• tLR

E denotes the GLRT for the LR structured CM equality
testing [10].

• tP denotes the GLRT for the proportionality testing [9].



Algorithm 1 MM algorithm to compute θ̂
sub

H0

1: Input: {Si} for i ∈ [[0, I]], K, R and σ2.
2: repeat
3: t← t+ 1
4: Update R

i(t)
H0
, ∀i ∈ [[0, I]] with (18)

5: Update V
(t)
H0

with (23)
6: until a convergence criterion is met.

7: Output: θ̂
sub

H0
=

{{
R̂i
H0

}
i∈[[0,I]]

, V̂H0

}

Algorithm 2 MM algorithm to compute θ̂
sub

H1

1: Input: {Si} for i ∈ [[0, I]], K, R and σ2.
2: Call Algorithm 1 on the restricted set {Si} for i ∈ [[1, I]],

the output is {R̂i
H1
}i∈[[1,I]] and V̂?

H1

3: Compute R̂0
H1

and V̂0
H1

with (28)

4: Output: θ̂
sub

H1
=
{
{R̂i
H1
}i∈[[0,I]], V̂

?
H1
, V̂0
H1

}

• tLR
P is the GLRT for testing the proportionality of LR

signal CM component [10].
To this end, we consider, M = 20, R = 5, K = 25,
I = 3, the samples zik are drawn from i.i.d. complex normal
distribution, i.e., zik ∼ CN (0,Σi) and Σi = τiViΛVH

i +σ2I
where Vi ∈ UM

R , τi ∈ R+ and Λ is a diagonal matrix. The
eigenvalues [Λ]r,r = α(R + 1 − r), the signal to noise ratio
SNR = Tr{Λ}/Rσ2 with σ2 = 1. As comparatif creteria, we
consider the the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
which displays the probability of detection (PD) versus the
probability of false alarm (PFA) for the following scenarios:
• Scenario 1 : Under H0 and H1, τi = 1 and Vi = V, ∀i ∈

[[1, I]] where V ∈ UM
R is built from the R first elements

of the canonical basis. The CM of the tested set, under
H1, reads as Σ0 = V0ΛVH

0 + σ2I where V0 ∈ UM
R is

generated by changing the first 2 eigenvectors of V, i.e.,
V0 6= V so that RR{Σ0} 6= RR{Σi}, ∀i. This scenario
corresponds to a strict change in the CM where all the
secondary sets are homogeneous.

• Scenario 2: Under H0 and H1, τi ∼ Γ(ν, 1/ν) (with ν =
1) and Vi = V, ∀i ∈ [[1, I]] where V ∈ UM

R is built from
the R first elements of the canonical basis. Under H1, the
anomaly in the CM of the tested set Σ0 = V0ΛVH

0 +σ2I
is generated again by changing its principal subspace, i.e.,
RR{Σ0} 6= RR{Σi}, ∀i as in Scenario 1. This scenario
accounts for power fluctuations of the signal w.r.t. the
batches i. Hence, the signal CM are proportional under
H0, but the total CMs are not identical.

• Scenario 3 : Under H0 and H1, τi ∼ Γ(ν, 1/ν) (with
ν = 1) and Vi = VQi, ∀i ∈ [[1, I]] where V ∈ UM

R is
built from the R first elements of the canonical basis and
{Qi} is a set of R × R rotation matrices. We note that,
under H0, we have (8) while the relation (7) is also sat-
isfied. The CM of the tested set is Σ0 = V0ΛVH

0 +σ2I,

under H1, which corresponds to a change in its principal
subspace where RR{Σ0} 6= RR{Σi}, ∀i as in the other
scenarios. Scenario 3 aims to test a specific physical
phenomenon as discussed in Section III-C.

B. Results

Figure 1 presents the ROC of the different detectors under
various scenarios and SNRs:
• The first column (left) displays the ROC curves of the

detectors for Scenario 1 for respectively SNR=0dB (top)
and SNR=5dB (bottom). Under this setting, tP and tE
appear to have identical performance. The proposed
detector tsub outperforms tP and tE since it exploits the
LR structure information. However, the detectors tLR

P

and tLR
E outperform all the others. This result was to be

expected since these two detectors are specifically suited
to this scenario (tLR

E corresponds to the GLRT for this
exact setting). We note that at SNR= 5dB, the change
detection problem is not especially challenging in this
setting, thus all detectors show high performance, i.e.,
PD≈ 1 for PFA≈ 10−4.

• The second column (central) displays the ROC curves
of detectors for Scenario 2 for respectively SNR=0dB
(top) and SNR=5dB (bottom). In this setting LR
proportionality detector tLR

P corresponds to the most
appropriate GLRT, thus it outperforms the other
detectors. An explanation is that even under H0, the
total CMs of the different batches verify (8) (non-equal
and non-proportional). Thus, tE, tP, and tLR

E require
a high detection threshold to ensure a low PFA. It is
worth mentioning that we are mostly interested in the
performance of the detectors for low PFA (below 0.1).
In this range, tsub also offers interesting performance
since it is, as tLR

P , designed to be insensitive to power
fluctuations of the LR signal CM.

• The third (right) column displays the ROC curves of
detectors for Scenario 3 for respectively SNR=0dB (top)
and SNR=5dB (bottom). In this setting, the proposed
detector tsub outperforms tE, tLR

E , tP and tLR
P , since equal-

ity, LR equality, proportionality and LR proportionality
detectors do not directly infer on the equality of signal
subspace in the context of LR structure CMs. For the
considered scenario, the correlation between the signal
components change w.r.t. i even under H0. However,
(7) is satisfied so tsub is not sensitive to this type of
heterogeneity. Therefore, this detector allows to reduce
the PFA as discussed in Section III-C.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a new detector that is only sensitive
to the variation of the signal subspace in the context of
LR structure CM. This new detection method is relevant for
reducing the false alarm rate when the signal has a varying
CM (e.g. power fluctuations) but lies in a stationary subspace.
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Figure 1. ROC curves for Scenario 1 to 3 (from left to right column) where SNR = 0dB (top) and SNR = 5dB (bottom).

We proposed to evaluate the corresponding GLRT by making
use of the MM algorithm. Finally, numerical simulations
illustrated the performance and properties of the proposed
detector.
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